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Abstract:
Objectives: To determine the maxillary arch dimensions in an Iraqi (Salah Aldin city)
sample aged (17-27) years with CL I(class one) normal occlusion and show the sex
difference in this sample and compare these values of this group (males and females)
combined with other studies in middle eastern population sample( Saudi and Egyptian
population sample).
Materials and Methods: The observation concerning maxillary arch dimensions were
taken from 80 study models (40males and 40 females) the measurement distances from
canine to canine (C-C), molar to molar (M-M), molar to canine (M-C) and molar to
incisor (M-I) according to Mack criteria . The measurements were made by means of
vernier calipers with sharpened points to the nearest 0.05mm. Statistical analysis of the
collected data was performed; the t .test was used when two groups were compared.
level of significance was chosen (p<0.05,p<0.01 , p<0,001).
Results: The greater mean values of inter cusp distances from canine to canine, molar
to molar , molar to canine and molar to incisor were significantly higher in Iraqi males
than Iraqi females , and this result is similar to result of sex difference in Saudi and
Egyptian samples . While the comparison of the results of Iraqi and Saudi sample
reveals no significant difference for Iraqi sample (both males and females )than for the
Saudi sample (both males and females ) in all measurements except (C-C) distance
which shows significant difference . While higher statistically significant differences
in (C-C), (M-M) distances for Egyptian sample than Iraqi sample while (M-I) difference
is greater in Iraqi sample than Egyptian sample.
Conclusion: The Iraqi maxillary arch dimension was greater in males than in
females.There is a similarity between the Iraqi and Saudi maxillary arch dimensions,
except a very little difference in (C-C) distance. The Egyptian maxillary arch
dimensions (African group)was greater than that of the Iraqi sample (Asian group ) except
in (M-C) distance which has no difference ,while (M-I) distance the difference is greater
in Iraqi sample than Egyptian sample.
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Introduction:

K

nowledge of standard dimensions
which concerns the dental arch in
human populating are very useful to
clinicians in different fields of dentistry in
orthodontics,
prosthodontics and oral
surgery and they are of great interest to
anthropologists in studying the dental arch
growth and development in relation to
different environmental , genetic and
physical factors for different population
(1-5)
.

A survey of arch size may help the
clinician in choosing correctly shaped
stock impression trays for prosthodontic
treatment. In addition to the selection stock
trays, the size of artificial teeth and the
overall form of the artificial dental arch at
the wax trial stage are amenable to
modification by the dental surgeon in
orthodontic treatment (6). Each dental arch
describes a graceful curve and the teeth in
these arches are well arranged to be in
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harmony with their fellows in the same
arch as well as with those in the opposite.
This harmony in size and relation
of dental arches are important in
maintaining normal occlusion of teeth
besides the influence of the or facial
musculature labially,buccally and lingually
(7-9)
.The size and shape of the maxillary
and mandibular arches have considerable
implications in orthodontic diagnosis and
treatment planning
affecting the space
available , dental esthetics , and stability
of the dentition (10).
Materials and Methods:
The study was done on 80 dental casts of
normal occlusion (40 males and 40
females ), the sample was collected
from
patients
attending
Tikrit
university , college of dentistry ,
department of orthodontics ,and from
outpatient clinic . These samples are
minimum age of
17 years and
maximum age of 27 years , none of the
subjects
underwent any orthodontic
treatment . Permanent incisors, canines,
premolars and molars are fully erupted in
all subjects. None of the teeth were rotated
or out of the arches. The sample selected
according to the following criteria (11, 12, and
13)
.

1-Bilateral class I molar relationship in
centric occlusion.
2-Well aligned maxillary or mandibular
arches with less than 2 mm spacing or
crowding.
3-Class I soft tissue profile.
4-Normal over bite and over jet
relationship (≥1and≤4mm) (14).
5-No missing teeth (except wisdom teeth).
6-Absence of posterior cross bite (even
limited to a single tooth).
Measurements used in this study are as
follows (15):
1-Maxillary inter canine width:-the
distance between the cusp tips of right
and left maxillary permanent canines
(C-C).
2-Maxillary inter molar width: - the
distance between the distobuccalcusp
tips of right and left maxillary
permanent first molars (M-M).
3-Molar – canine distance:-the distance
from canine cusp tip to the
distobuccalcusp cusp tip of the first
permanent molar (M-C).
4- Incisal – molar distance:-the distance
from the mesial edge of central incisor
to the distobuccalcusp cusp tip of the
first permanent molar (M-I).( fig1)(15)

Fig1:Distances from canine to canine , molar to molar ,molar to canine, molar to incisor
respectively for three groups of samples which are Saudi ,Egyptian and Iraqi samples(all
these distances in millimeters).
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The measurements were made by means of
vernier calipers with sharpened points to
the nearest 0.05mm.A fifteen randomly
selected casts of males and females are the
premeasured after 1 month for reliability
of measurements and the difference
between the first
and
the second
measurements
was
statistically
insignificant. Statistical analysis of the
collected data was performed using SPSS
computer program version 10.1. The t
.test was used when two groups were
compared. Level of significance was
chosen (p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0,001).

Results:
The variables of maxillary arch dimensions
for the total sample were subjected to the
descriptive analysis including mean,
standard deviation and t-tests (tables 1-3).
The greater mean values of inter cusp
distances from canine to canine , molar
to molar, molar to canine ,and molar to
incisor were significantly higher in Iraqi

males than Iraqi females as shown in
table (1) .
While the comparison of the results of
Iraqi and Saudi
sample reveal no
significant difference for Iraqi sample(both
males and females ) than for the Saudi
sample (both males and females )in all
measurements except (C-C)distance which
shows
significant difference ( Saudi
sample had greater inter cusp distance
than Iraqi sample) as illustrated in table
(2).
Also the comparison of
Iraqi sample
with Egyptian sample shows higher
statistically significant differences in
(C-C) , (M-M) distances for Egyptian
sample than Iraqi sample while(M-I)the
difference is greater in Iraqi sample than
Egyptian sample ,but the difference in( MC) distance was not significant as shown
in
table (3). Different analysis of
maxillary arch dimensions is carried out in
millimeters according to sex and ethnic
difference.

Table (1): Comparisons of maxillary arch dimensions in (mm) of male and female (Iraqi
sample).
male
female
t
Inter cusp
distance

mean

SD

mean

SD

C-C

35.14

1.34

33.36

0.97

***

M-M

54.94

2.19

54.30

1.26

**

M-C

26.85

0.62

26.44

0.41

*

M-I
33.84
1.23
32.7
1.45
***
Level of significance *p<0.05,**p<0.01 ,*** p<0.001
The greater mean values of intercusp distances from (C-C),(M-M),(M-C)and (M-I) were
significantly higher in Iraqi males than Iraqi females.
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Table (2)
Comparisons of maxillary arch dimension of Iraqi sample (both males and females) with
Saudi sample (both males and females).
Iraqi sample
Saudi sample
Inter cusp distance
mean
SD
mean
SD
t
C-C

34.25

1.28

34.58

1.59

*

M-M

54.62

1.89

54.76

1.93

NS

M-C

26.64

0.5

26.55

0.5

NS

M-I

33.27

1.31

33.18

1.29

NS

NS not significant *p<0.05 ,**p<0.01,***p<0.00
No significant differences for Iraqi sample than for Saudi sample in all measurement except
(C-C)distance which show significant difference (Saudi sample had greater intercusp distance
than Iraqi sample).
Table (3)
Comparisons of maxillary arch dimensions (mm) between Iraqi sample (both males and
females) and Egyptian sample (both males and females).
Inter cusp distance
Iraqi Sample
Egyptian sample
t

C-C

mean

SD

mean

SD

34.25

1.28

35.28

1.94

***

55.40
26.51
32.80

1.81
0.54
1.54

***
NS
**

M-M
54.62
1.89
M-C
26.64
0. 59
M-I
33.27
1.31
NS not significant*p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001
Higher statically significant differences in
(C-C),(M-M) distances for Egyptian
sample than Iraqi sample while (M-I) the
difference is greater in Iraqi sample than
Egyptian sample ,but the difference in (MC) distance was not significant.

that molar and canine arch widths did not
change after age 13 years in female
subjects and age 16 years in male subjects
(20-23)
.
The minimum ages of the subjects
measured in this study were chosen on the
basis of these previous studies, therefore,
we assume that the maxillary arch
dimensions of the subjects studied were
fully developed. The first result of this
study demonstrates that the maxillary arch
dimensions are greater in males than
females in Iraqi sample. This result is
similar to the result of sex difference in
Saudi and Egyptian samples.

Discussion:
Many factors such as heredity,
growth of the bone, eruption and
inclination of the teeth, external influences,
function, and ethnic background may
affect the size and shape of the dental
arches (16-19).
Investigators who studied growth
changes in the transverse arch width found
82
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This may be due to physical
characteristics and strongest musculature
in males than females which play role in
facial development (width and height of
the maxillary arch).
Comparison of data on dental arch
dimensions
from
different
studies
hampered the fact that it is not easy to
tabulate all date on different land marks
(24)
.
Therefore, the most popular land
marks have been selected to be used in
this study to enhance the comparison
with other different studies in different
ethnic groups which are the (C-C) , (M-M),
(C-M) , (M-I) , similar to land mark chosen
by Younes,s (15) , to make a comparison
with her study which was based on Mack
criteria (25).
Therefore when camparing this
study data with Younes,s study we show
that the Iraqi samples are similar in all
dimension measurements to Saudi samples
except the(C-C) distance which shows a
slight difference
(low significant
difference ) , This similarity may be
related to the same environment factors
and
functional
basis
for
those
populations
which
are located
geographically in the same area (Asia )
while this study shows higher statically
significant differences for the Egyptian
samples than for the Iraqi samplers in (CC) , (M-M), (M-I) distances , but the
difference in (M-C) distance was not a
significant difference. This difference may
come from different
environmental ,
genetic and physical factors for different
population located in different geographic
area
Asia
and
Africa
(ethnic
(1,4,15)
different)
.
Finally knowledge of the arch size
and shape is of a particular interest to
orthodontist and prosthodontist in clinical
dental field (26) ,and these similarities and
differences may be useful to clinicians in
orthodontics , prosthodontics and oral
surgery to choose correctly shaped of stock
trays ,artificial teeth and also useful to

students of human oral biology for
identification of the possible genetic and
development
association of congenital
deformities in the human maxillary arch
(27-29).

Conclusions:1-The Iraqi maxillary arch dimension is
greater in males than in females.
2- There is a similarity between the Iraqi
and Saudi maxillary arch dimensions,
except a very little difference in (C-C)
distance.
3- The Egyptian maxillary arch dimension
(African group)is greater than that of the
Iraqi samples (Asian groups ) except in
(M-C) distance which has no difference,
while Iraqi (M-I) distance is greater than
that of Egyptian sample
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